
RHMS 210
Public Discourse (MWF 10:20am - 11:20am)  

Want to learn the powers of voice, argument, and
persuasion? Curious about how people in the past

have used speech for social uplift? This course
focuses on both, simultaneously tracing the efforts

of past thought-leaders and learning the skills of
public advocacy.

Check out our upcoming
Fall 2022 RHMS Courses!

RHMS 203
Rhetorical Theory (TTH 8am - 9:30am)  

From the moment humans came together to build
communities, they have used words and symbols
to make meaning and to work together. In RHMS

203, we will trace the history and theories of
rhetoric, with an emphasis on what rhetoric and

its study might contribute to our understanding of
and capacities for responding to contemporary

public issues and controversies.

RHMS 321
Argument and Social Justice (TTH 8am - 9:30am)  

Are you interested in social justice and social
change? If so, this course explores how the skills of

argument and advocacy can be used to advance
social justice initiatives, as well as why this work is

so crucial in our present socio-political climate. 



RHMS 360
Digital Media and Society 
(M 3pm - 4:30pm; TH 3:30pm - 5pm)

  
Interested in diving into an investigation of the meaning, knowledge,

and power related to digital technologies? This course explores the
implications of digital technology and innovation on cultural

expression, media storytelling, democracy, globalization, and news
gathering and dissemination.

Check out our upcoming
Fall 2022 RHMS Courses!

RHMS 406
Race, Rhetoric, and Resistance (TTH 9:40am - 11:10am)  

Race, Rhetoric, and Resistance explores the role
of rhetoric in social conflicts regarding issues of

race. We'll cover theories and strategies of
resistance, and the implications for political

action. 

RHMS 425
American Cinema Studies (TTH 1:50pm - 3:20pm; W 6pm - 9pm)  

American Cinema Studies explores the application
of major theories from media, film, and cultural

studies (e.g., psychoanalysis, genre study,
formalism, auteur study, national cinemas), as well

as closly analyses media in the context of
technological, aesthetic, and industrial shifts.



RHMS 100-01 - Intro to Rhetoric and Media
RHMS 100-02 - Intro to Rhetoric and Media
RHMS 200 - Media Design and Criticism
RHMS 203 - Rhetorical Theory
RHMS 210 - Public Discourse
RHMS 301 - Rhetorical Criticism
RHMS 302 - Media Theory
RHMS 321 - Argument and Social Justice
RHMS 360 - Digital Media and Society
RHMS 363 - Campaign Rhetoric
RHMS 406 - Race, Rhetoric, and Resistance
RHMS 425 - American Cinema Studies

Full RHMS Course List
Fall 2022


